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SOUTH HOLLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL

Report of: Development Manager

To: Planning Committee - 05 September 2018

(Author: David Grant -  Planning Officer)

Purpose: To consider Planning Application H09-0632-18

Application Number: H09-0632-18 DDate Received: 25 June 2018

Application Type: OUTLINE

Description: Erection of a new dwelling

Location: MORNINGSIDE NURSERIES DOG DROVE NORTH HOLBEACH DROVE

Applicant: Mr & Mrs R Holmes AAgent: Mr & Mrs R Holmes

Ward: Whaplode and Holbeach St
Johns

Ward Councillors: Cllr M G Chandler
Cllr J Whitbourn

1.0 REASON FOR COMMITTEE CONSIDERATION

1.1 The applicant is a relative of Lord Porter.

2.0 PROPOSAL

2.1 This is an outline application for the erection of a new dwelling at Morningside Nurseries, Dog
Drove North, Holbeach Drove.  All matters are reserved for future consideration.

3.0 SITE DESCRIPTION

3.1 The proposal is outside of defined settlement limits and as such is located in the open
countryside. The site is not affected by increased flood hazard or risk on the 2115 South
Holland Strategic Flood Risk Mapping.

3.2 The proposal seeks to provide a dwelling located between Morningside Nurseries and 96 Dog
Drove North. The submitted Design & Access Statement refers to a recently approved dwelling
application on Dog Drove North under reference H09-0247-18. That particular application was
recommended for refusal but was approved by the Planning Committee.

4.0 RELEVANT PLANNING POLICIES

4.1 The Development Plan

South Holland District Local Plan, July 2006

The South Holland Local Plan 2006 was formally adopted on 18 July 2006. Following a



direction from the Government Office for the East Midlands under paragraph 1(3) of Schedule
18 to the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004, as of 18 July 2009 only certain Local
Plan policies have been extended and continue to form part of the development plan.  In the
context of those saved policies referred to below, it is considered that the Local Plan was
adopted in general accordance with the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 (albeit
under the transitional arrangements).  Those policies referred to below are considered to accord
with the thrust of guidance set out in the National Planning Policy Framework, and in the
context of paragraph 215 of the NPPF should therefore continue to be given substantial weight
in the decision making process.

If regard is to be had to the development plan for the purpose of any determination to be made
under the Planning Acts, Section 38 (6) to the Town and Country Planning Act as amended by
the 2004 Act states that the determination must be made in accordance with the plan unless
material considerations indicate otherwise.

National Guidance

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), July 2018

Paragraph 11 - The presumption in favour of sustainable development
Paragraphs 16 & 17 - Plan Making
Section 5 - Delivering a sufficient supply of homes
Section 12 - Achieving well-designed places
Section 14 - Meeting the challenge of climate change, flooding and coastal change

Planning Practice Guidance (PPG), 2014

5.0 RELEVANT PLANNING HISTORY

5.1 H09-0468-10

Siting of mobile home in association with nursery - Refused 30 July 2010 and dismissed on
appeal.

H09-1069-10

Proposed glasshouse and storage shed - Granted 31 March 2011.

H09-0019-12

Siting of temporary mobile home in association with existing nursery - Granted 25 April 2012.

H09-0693-15

Erection of a dwelling - Approved following Committee overturn - Granted 03 December 2014.

6.0 REPRESENTATIONS

6.1 SHDC Environmental Protection

Request the full contaminated land condition for this location.

6.2 County Highways & SUDS Officer

No observations. Request standard access and utility condition.

6.3 South Holland Internal Drainage Board

If the applicant does find and seek to alter a watercourse, consent would be required under the
Land Drainage Act.

7.0 MATERIAL CONSIDERATIONS



7.1 The key issue for consideration in this application is:

-Policy and Principle of Development;

7.2 Policy and Principle of Development

7.3 The proposal is outside of defined settlement limits and as such is located in the open
countryside. The site is not affected by increased flood hazard or risk on the 2115 South
Holland Strategic Flood Risk Mapping.

7.4 The proposal seeks to provide a dwelling located between Morningside Nurseries and 96 Dog
Drove North. The submitted Design & Access Statement refers to a recently approved dwelling
application on Dog Drove North under reference H09-0247-18. That particular application was
recommended for refusal and was subject to a committee overturn. It remains completely
contrary to local and national policy.

7.5 Saved Policy SG1 of the South Holland Local Plan, 2006 indicates that planning permission will
be granted for development where the Council is satisfied that it is consistent with the principles
of sustainable development and where, inter alia, South Holland's essential character and main
environmental assets are not damaged.

7.6 Local Plan Policy SG2 likewise indicates that all proposals for development must be located
having regard to sustainable development principles. They should adopt a sequential approach
which gives priority to the use of previously developed land and building within defined
settlement limits, then to greenfield land within defined settlement limits and finally to land
adjacent to defined settlement limits. Wherever possible, development should be served by a
choice of transport modes, including public transport.

7.7 Saved Policy SG4 of the South Holland Local Plan specifically relates to new development in
the countryside. It indicates that planning permission will only be granted for new development if
it is essential in the proposed location and cannot reasonably be accommodated within a
defined settlement limit. Development that would result in unacceptable impact upon the
landscape character of the area will only be permitted where the need for the development
outweighs it impact, and no other site exists to accommodate the proposed development. The
aims and objectives of this policy are to minimise the loss of agricultural land and to safeguard
the open countryside for its own sake and protect its intrinsic character.

7.8 Local Plan Policy HS7 specifically relates to new residential development in the open
countryside and indicates that it should only be allowed where there is an essential need, or for
small scale rural exception affordable housing that complies with Policy HS9.

7.9 The above policies are broadly consistent with the National Planning Policy Framework's
approach to sustainable development and new dwellings in the countryside. Paragraph 79
states that new homes should not be allowed in the countryside unless there are special
circumstances such as:

- the essential need for a rural worker, including those taking majority control of a farm
business, to live permanently at or near their place of work in the countryside;
- The development would represent the optimal viable use of a heritage asset or would be
appropriate enabling development to secure the future of heritage assets;
- The development would re-use redundant or disused buildings and enhance its immediate
setting;
- The development would involve the subdivision of an existing residential dwelling; or
- The design is of exceptional quality, in that it:
* is truly outstanding or innovative, reflecting the highest standards in architecture, and would
help to raise standards of design more generally in rural areas; and
* would significantly enhance its immediate setting, and be sensitive to the defining
characteristics of the local area.

It has not been demonstrated that there is an essential need for a rural worker to live in this
location. Moreover, the proposal does not satisfy any of the other criteria. The proposal
therefore conflicts with Local Plan Policies SG4 and HS7 and also paragraph 79 of the
Framework.



7.10 Paragraph 73 of the National Planning policy Framework requires local planning authorities to
boost significantly the supply of houses. Because the Council does not have a five year housing
land supply relevant policies for the supply of housing should not be considered up-to-date and
that housing applications should be considered in the context of the presumption in favour of
sustainable development. Paragraph 11 also states that there is a presumption in favour of
sustainable development and, where the relevant policies are out of date, planning permission
should be granted, unless any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and
demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when assessed against the policies in the Framework.
Paragraphs 7 and 8 explain that the three mutually dependant dimensions to sustainable
development are social, economic and environmental.

An economic role - the proposal would not significantly contribute towards building a strong
competitive economy, other than providing local construction employment opportunities.

A social role - the proposal would help to provide the supply of housing required to meet the
needs of present and future generations. However, the site is some distance from the nearest
local services and facilities within Whaplode Drove and Holbeach Drove. It is not on a public
transport route and there is no footway link. It is not therefore readily accessible.

An environmental role - Future occupiers would be likely to have a high dependence on the use
of motor vehicles to access local services. This would increase carbon emissions, contrary to
the requirements of the environmental role of planning. It would also be contrary to one of the
core planning principles of paragraph 103 of the Framework to make the fullest use of public
transport.

7.11 Moreover, the proposal would consolidate existing development in the open countryside and
give the site a domestic as opposed to agricultural appearance, contrary to the existing rural
character of the fenland landscape. As such the proposal is not in accordance with advice
within the Framework. Paragraph 170 seeks to protect the character of the countryside and
recognise the intrinsic character.

7.12 If permitted, the proposal would also encourage further applications of a similar nature in the
open countryside which would then be hard to resist, contrary to the objectives of the
Framework to pursue sustainable development and the aim to protect the character of the
countryside.  To grant permission for another dwelling in an unsustainable location such as Dog
Drove North is contrary to local and national policy. There is no justifiable planning reason to
allow a new dwelling in this location.

7.13 Other Issues

7.14 Environmental Protection request a full contaminated land condition for the proposal. The
County Highways & SUDS Officer requests standard access and utilities conditions.

7.15 Conclusion

7.16 Whilst there are some benefits to the proposal, including a small addition to the supply of
housing within the district, they are outweighed by the aforementioned concerns. The site is not
therefore considered to be suitable for housing with particular regards to the principles of
sustainable development, including the protection of the character of the open countryside. It is
therefore contrary to Policies SG1, SG2, SG4 and HS7 of the South Holland Local Plan and
Sections 5, 9 and 12 of the National Planning Policy Framework, 2018.

8.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

8.1 Refuse permission for the reasons set out in Section 9.0 of this report.

9.0 REASONS FOR REFUSAL



1. The applicant has failed to demonstrate that the application accords with Paragraph 79 of the
National Planning Policy Framework. Therefore, the site is not considered to be a suitable site
for housing with particular regards to the principles of sustainable development and the
protection of the character of the open countryside.  It is considered contrary to Policies SG1,
SG2, SG4 and HS7 of the South Holland Local Plan, as well as Paragraph 79 and Sections 5, 9
and 12 of the National Planning Policy Framework, 2018.

2. The Local Planning Authority has acted positively and proactively in determining this application
by assessing it against all material considerations, including national guidance, planning
policies and representations that have been received during the public consultation exercise.
However, the issues are so fundamental to the proposal, due to the harm which has been
clearly identified within the reason(s) for the refusal, that approval has not been possible.

This decision notice, the relevant accompanying report and the determined plans can be viewed
online at http://planning.sholland.gov.uk/OcellaWeb/planningSearch

3. The determined plans are: DRG: PL01 O

Background papers:- Planning Application Working File

Lead Contact Officer
Name and Post: Richard Fidler ,  Development Manager
Telephone Number: 01775 764428
Email rfidler@sholland.gov.uk

Appendices attached to this report:
Appendix A Plan A




